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Chapter 3

ENHANCED METHOD FOR STUDY OF MATERIALS
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E. I. Shkolnikov, E. V. Sidorova, N. S. Shaitura*,
D. E. Vervikishko, and A. V. Grigorenko
The Joint Institute for High Temperatures, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT
A new method of nanoporous structure measurements called limited evaporation
(LE) has been developed. The method works in a rangeof porous radii from 1 to 300 nm.
Results of measurement by method LE are desorption isothermsof different liquid
adsorbates at room temperature.The range of measured relativepressure of adsorbate
steams is 0.01–0.995. LE is based on the analysis of desorption kinetics from the special
cell. The measurements carried out by routine technique on standard analytical balance.
LE was compared with other methodsrepeatedly. The method has been used for wellordered mesoporous materials with MCM-41 type structure, nanostructured aluminum
oxides, carbonic materials, etc.

1. INTRODUCTION
Development of research methods of substances’ porous structure applicable not only to
the structure specifics but to the use of various porous media remains an actual objective in
fundamental research and in applied studies as well. For micro- and meso- porous bodies
adsorption-structural methods are mainly used which are based on measuring and analysis of
adsorption isotherms [1-2]. Static measurement methods of pure gases and vapors adsorption
isotherms are considered “classic” [3]. However, complicity of interpretation in a number of
low temperature adsorption cases as well as durability of measurement at facilities with micro
weigh-scale cause attempts to develop new approaches and research methods.
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The purpose of this paper is to describe the operational principle and some results
received over a durable time period with the help of laboratory facilities created by the
authors for research in nanoporous materials, based on the original adsorption dynamic
method, called limited evaporation (LE) technique, which has no analogues in terms of
operational principle. Facilities for research in nanoporous materials and nanocomposites
based on LE method [4,5] are implemented in a convenient desk top device. Its distinguishing
feature is that measurements are carried out in dynamic regime, without defining or presetting
adsorbent vapors pressure.
Main characteristics of the apparatus are presented below:











Single measured parameter – change of absorbate mass over time;
Range of measured relative pressures : 0.01 – 0.995;
Range of measured pores radius: 1 – 300 nm;
Wide selection of adsorbates;
Relatively high measurement rate;
Applicable for samples of practically any chemical nature, form (including thin
membranes), dispersion and other samples with pore volume from 5 ml.
Operates under temperature above ambient and atmospheric pressure;
Measurement continues uninterruptedly without operator;
The apparatus contains only standard equipment, with exception to the operational
cells;
Does not require high qualification for servicing and is available to any nonspecialized laboratory;

2. PHYSICAL FOUNDATION OF THE METHOD
LE method is based on the analysis of kinetics of adsorbate evaporation from the
investigated material placed in an operational cell, in outer diffusion regime. The process,
performed in this way, allows realizingquasi equilibriummeasurement conditions including
constant temperature. They are ensured by limitation of the adsorbate evaporation rate from
the operational cell with the sample (Figure 1) The cell is placed in the weigh-scale pan and is
blown by the dry air flow for the guaranteed removal of vapors from the cell.
In the course of measurement, quasi-steady state(for a certain time period) adsorbate
vapor partial pressure distribution is established in the cell containing porous sample
preliminary saturated with liquid. It is defined by the proportion between the rate of liquid
evaporation from the sample, mass transfer inside the cell and rate of vapor removal from the
cell. At relatively low evaporation rate from the cell the vapors pressure straight in the
evaporation zone over the sample is close to equilibrium pressure, defined by the adsorbate
amount in the sample. The lower is the rate of vapors removal from the cell, the closer to the
equilibrium pressure is the value of vapor pressure in the entire volume of the cell.
Under these conditions of the process performance the evaporation rate from the cell will
be only a simple function of equilibrium pressure of vapor inside the cell over sample p.
Therefore, it becomes possible to perform isothermal evaporation from the sample, preserving
over it equilibrium pressure of vapor with the evaporation rate that is categorically linked
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with this pressure. It means that it is possible to obtain liquid desorption isotherm from the
analyzed sample by way of measuring equilibrium evaporation curve.

Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the method [5].

The principle originality of this method of obtaining desorption isotherms is the absence
of measurement or presetting adsorbate vapors pressure. Current value of vapor relative
pressure in the course of reduction of adsorbate mass (m) in the sample is defined by the
respective value of evaporation rate from the cell
w  (dm / dτ) in a random time
moment τ (Figure 2)
In principle, knowing geometric sizes of the measurement cell it is possible to calculate
the value of current equilibrium pressure from the rate value. In order to avoid the necessity
to calculate pressure value and to minimize probability of mistake because of uncontrollable
change of various experiments conditions, self calibration principle is used for each
experiment.

Figure 2. Experimental evaporation curves (1) and evaporation rates (2).
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To achieve this goal, excessive amount of adsorbate is placed in the cell together with the
sample saturated with liquid. Then it is obvious, that up to the time when free liquid
evaporates fully, the vapor pressure in the cell will be equal to the pressure over the flat
surface p 0 . It will correspond to the maximal evaporation rate value from the cell w 0 . On the
dependence curve of evaporation rate on time , derived by differential of evaporation initial
curve, here there is initial plateau region. It continues until full evaporation of the liquid
outside the sample and from macro pores. This region is the necessary validation criterion for
all experiments, and the w0 parameter is the reference value for the calculation of p/p 0 in
each measurement.
As the content of the liquid in the sample decreases further, the vapor equilibrium
pressureand the corresponding evaporation rate from the cell will decrease. The shape of
obtained quasi equilibrium curves m(τ) and w(τ) (or p(τ) ) is determined by porous
structure of the investigates sample, or, in general case, by distribution of adsorbate mass in
adsorption potentials. The required desorption isotherm m(p/p 0 ) is derived by integration of
these two curves with account to adsorbate vapors mass in the cell volume.
To derive the functional dependence between p and w the model of Stefan flow in
variable cross section tube is used [8]. Assuming vapor partial pressure at the cell outlet
equal to zero, which can be easily realized in experiment (Figure 1) by blowing off outgoing
adsorbate vapors, in [6,7] the following equation is derived:

p / p 0  (p B / p 0 )[1  (1  p 0 / p B ]

w/w 0

,

(1)

where pB– barometric pressure. For adsorbents with low p 0 , e.g., water equation (1)
transforms in a simple expression:

p / p0  w / w 0 ,
but even for such easily boiling adsorbents as benzene and cyclohexane, as shown by the
assessments, use of p / p 0  w / w 0 instead of (1) brings maximal error of 8% in
determination of p / p 0 .
Final information in LE method are desorption isotherms of various liquids derived under
temperatures above ambient ((2535С) and atmospheric pressure. Specific feature is that
sample mass measurement may be taken practically constantly with minimal possible time
interval (defined by balance interface). In principle, due to this and also due to the analytic
weigh-scale sensitivity, LE method allows to obtain detailed information regarding
distribution of pore small volumes up to few micro liters.
Structural schematic of the apparatus and photos of the laboratory facility are shown on
Figure 3 and 4. The apparatus comprise of electronic analytic weigh-scale accommodated in
air thermostat, on which, in the measurement process the operational cell is placed with
analyzed sample, and the system of supply of dried gas inside the weigh-scale for removal of
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vapors of liquid evaporated from the cell. For measuring various samples a line of cells has
been developed, which a different in geometry and sizes. The apparatus is connected with a
PC for automatic registration of experimental data.

Figure 3. Schematic of the apparatus.

Preparation of sample, including drying of the analyzed sample (with or without heating)
up to constant weight, as well as vacuum saturation of the analyzed sample with absorbate is
made on a separate device. Benzene, hexane, cyclohexane and water were used as absorbates.

(A)

(B)

Figure 4. Photo of the main part of the apparatus (a) and measurement cell (b). 1 – air thermostat,
2 – analytic weigh-scale.

3. PSD CALCULATION AND COMPARISON OF THE OBTAINED BY LE
DATA WITH THE DATA OBTAINED BY INDEPENDENT METHODS
The results of studies in membrane materials type MSM-41 and MSM-48 with regular
hexagonal and cubic packing of cylindrical pores revealed weak points of their
characterization by standard absorption methods, in particular, low temperature nitrogen
adsorption. As a result, conclusion regarding pore sizes at PSD calculation, from isotherm
desorption branch, as is common in the classic methods, is not sufficiently correct [3, 7].
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Stringent packing of cylindrical pores in these materials allows characterizing them with the
help of X-ray structural analysis (XRD). Divergence of adsorption and XRD results led to
creation of big number of semi empirical calculation methods for pores below 5 nm, which, in
essence, disproved classic adsorption method for mesopores characterization.
Processing of experimental data in LE method [5]lies in calculation of desorption
isotherm (using data of Figure 2). Further, desorption isotherm is re-calculated in pore size
distribution (PSD). In our works for PSD calculation we used equations based only on
“classic” theoretical approaches without application of empirical corrective adjustments.
Calculation of mesopores radiuses was made by Broekhoff - de Boer equations for model of
cylindrical [8] and slit-shaped[9] pores. Detailed calculation algorithm for the case of
cylindrical pores is described in [10]. In this paper for PSD calculation we used DollimoreHeal (DH) equation [11], as well as analogues of DH equation derived on the basis of
Wheeler [12] approach (with no account to BJH [13] approach) applicable to cylindrical or
slit-shapedpore models in [10]. As basic data for estimation of benzene adsorption film
thickness we used our proprietary data or literature experimental isotherms of benzene
adsorption on siliceous and carbonic materials with low specific surface [14].
It is expedient to conduct experimental justification of the calculations using samples
with regularized pore structure. Subjects of measurements in our work were samples of
mesoporous silica МСМ-41 and МСМ-48 fabricatedusing the techniques described in [1517]. Some results are presented on Figure 5 and 6. It is seen that for film samples MCM-41
C14 and C16 radiuses of PSD typical peaks derived from the experimental data on benzene
desorption by LE method, very well complies as with each other (films and powders), as well
as with proprietary data of XRD analysis for the same samples, obtained on
powderdiffractometer. Pores sizes range, according to the literature data, received by XRD
method and method of non-local density functional (NLDF): for MCM-41 C14 from 1.6 to
1.765, for C16 from 1.73 to 1.9 nm. Pore radiuses in PSD peaks pack finely in these ranges.
For MC-48 sample radius value received at peak (~1.6 nm) also well corresponds to pores
mean radius calculated for MCM-48 in [18] by method of non-local density functional
(NLDF) (1.55 ÷ 1.65 nm).

Figure 5. Differential PSD for MCM-41 samples.
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Figure 6. Differential PSD: for MCM-48 samples.

Figure 7 presents cumulative and differential PSDs determined by LE method for
boehmite sample, obtained in reactor of hydrothermal oxidation of aluminum. For the same
sample, PSDs were received at “Autosorb-1” apparatus by means of low temperature nitrogen
adsorption. As it is seen, both methods provide well agreeable results for mesopore area.
Whereas it shall be noted, that LE has allowed obtaining PSD in macropores area at the same
time.

Figure 7. Cumulative (1,2) and differential (3,4) PSDs obtained for aluminum oxyhydroxide : 1,3 at
Autosorb-1 apparatus, 2,4 – by LE method.
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Over a number of years LE method has been used for analyses of porous structure of
various materials, including carbonic soot, activated carbons, aluminum oxides and
hydroxides, carbon-polymer composites, hyper cross linked polymers and ion exchange
membranes. Some of the received results are presented below.

4. RESEARCH OF POROUS STRUCTURE OF SOLID PRODUCTS
FORMED IN THE PROCESS OF OXIDATION OF DISPERSED
ALUMINUM BY WATER
Reaction of aluminum oxidation by water is a perspective source of gaseous hydrogen for
hydrogen power engineering [19, 20].Whereas considerable amount of heat energy emitsand
valuable solid nanoporous oxidation products can be produced. Obstacle on the way to
practical use of this reaction is formation of dense layer of oxidation products on aluminum
surface which impedes transportation of water to the reaction zone. Therefore it is important
to find the method of influence on the porous structure of forming oxide layer in a manner
which will insure required and guaranteed supply of water to aluminum. Apart from that,
solid products formed at aluminum oxidation (aluminum oxides and hydrooxides) can serve
as a precious raw material for production of structural and functional materials, such as
ceramics, cermets, crystals, glass, purposed for various industry branches. Use of various
physical and chemical methods makes it possible to generate aluminum oxidation products
with desired structure, including nanosize structure [20-22]. Therefore research of aluminum
oxidation products’ nanoporous structure is essentially urgent task.

Figure 8. Experimental t-curve of cyclohexane absorption on a specially prepared corundum sample (1)
and typical cyclohexane desorption isotherm on investigated aluminum hydroxides (2) .
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Figure 8 presents typical desorption isotherm of cyclohexane for investigated products of
low temperature aluminum oxidation by water. To take into account of adsorption film at
estimation of investigated products PSD we have obtained cyclohexane t-curve on nonporous
sample of aluminum oxide (corundum) with specific surface of 5.9 m2/g , which is shown on
Figure 8 . Corundum sample was preliminary hydrated (dipped in water for a few days) and
then dried under temperature 100oC during 2 hours with the purpose to obtain corundum
surface of the same chemical nature as one of the investigated samples of aluminum
hydroxide (with OH-сions on the surface).
Itisseenthatthe isotherm has two passages where the curve slope grows substantially, i.e.
the sample has slit-shaped micropores(p/p0 ~0.3) and macropores(p/p0 ~0.93). Macropores
unlike micro pores represent a space of random shape between products’ particles, therefore
at the first approximation can be calculated by globular model. Figure 9 presents an instance
of curve building for two models and summary integrated pore sizes distribution.

Figure 9. PSD for aluminum hydroxide sample at aluminum oxidation by water. 1 – cumulative (slitshape model), 2 – cumulative (globular model), 3 – cumulative (integrated: pores radius ~ 1 nm – slitshape model, secondary pores radius ~ 120 nm – globular model), 4 – differential.

Micropores in aluminum oxides are formed by flat microcrystals and therefore have slitshaped form. Although identification of micropores radiuses in general case requires
verification, their mutual comparison is quite permissible. At investigation of different
regimes of oxidation processes it was noted, that PSD curves in the range of radiuses ~ 1 nm
split in two ranges depending on aluminum oxidation conditions. Samples with low degree of
aluminum conversion have pores manly in the area 1-1.2 nm or in both areas simultaneously
(see Figure 10, Table 1).
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Figure 10. Differential PSD of products of low temperature (up to 100°С) aluminum oxidation.
V – pores volume in cm3/g of oxide layer, r – pores half width (slit-like model, Dolimor-Hill). Samples
numeration corresponds to Table 2.

Table 2. Degree of aluminum conversion in investigated samples
Sample №
Degree of aluminum
conversion

1
89.6%

2
93.3%

3
84.3%

4
94.3%

5
24%

6
23%

Pores with radiuses range 0.7-1.2 nm (Figure 11) have been detected also in the oxide
passivating film, covering initial particles of aluminum micron powder not oxidized by water.
Thickness of this film is 2-4 nm, while general amount constitutes around 1% of the sample
mass (~1 g). The obtained result confirms very high sensitivity of LE method by means of
which it became possible to derive PSD for oxide film with absolute pores volume in the
sample in the order of 2-3 ml.
Adding activators at aluminum powder oxidation by water makes it possible to change
both reaction rate and aluminum oxidation products structure. In [21] it was shown that these
phenomena are mutually connected, namely that increase of pores sizes from ~ 1 nm to ~ 2-6
nm leads to the growth of hydrogen formation rate (Figure 12). Thus, with the help of
chemical methods of activations it is possible not only to influence hydrogen formation
kinetics, but also to obtain solid oxidation products with desired nanoporous structure, which
present practical interest, in particular, for creation of catalysts and sorbents.
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Figure 11. Differential PSD for micron aluminum particles in initial condition.

(A)

(B)

Figure 12. Differential distributions of pores volumes by radiuses for aluminum oxidations products (a)
and kinetic curves of hydrogen formation rate in the process of aluminum oxidation by water (б) : 1 –
with activator, 2 – without activator [21].

Formation of large pores with radius ~ 120 nm is possible to control by way of adding
loosening activator to oxidizing aluminum (Figure 13). Presence of pores is proved by
atomic-forced microscopy. It shall be noted, that atomic-force microscopy does not allow
detecting pores of radius ~ 1 nm.
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Figure 13. Cumulative (1,2) and differential (1’, 2’) PSD for products of low temperature aluminum
oxidation: 1, 1’without activator, 2, 2 with activator.’

Unlike hydroxides obtained under oxidation temperatures below 100ºС, porous structure
of boehmite obtained under hydrothermal oxidation of dispersed aluminum contains primary
micropores with half-width around 1 nm not in all samples [23]. As it is seen from Figure 14
a and b, at hydrothermal oxidation of dispersed aluminum in experimental reactor [24]
microporesformed only under temperatures approximately below 300 ºС, i.e. at relatively low
reaction rate. Under temperature above 320ºС microporesin fact are absence. Whereas
micropore volume in boehmite, if they are any, in the first approximation is equal to analogue
value for hydroxides, while micropore size is slightly bigger. Absence of noticeable amount
of meso- and micro pores is also typical to the given samples of boehmite. Opposite to that,
for the samples obtained under high temperatures, where micropores are practically absent,
the presence of clearly apparent macropores is typical.

(A)
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(B)
Figure 14. Cumulative (a) and differential (b) PSD of products of hydrothermal aluminum oxidation
(powder ACD-6), synthesized under different temperatures (0С): 1 – 237; 2 – 258; 3 - 280; 4 - 296;
5 – 319; 6 - 331; 7 - 333; 8 - 359.

Obtained data show the strong connection between technological conditions of boehmite
derivation (firstly temperature which determines reaction rate) and its porous structure, which
in principle, can be used for practical application. The results presented in this paper
demonstrate the capability of LE method to reveal fine specifics and regularities of pores
formation in aluminum oxides, which accompany and effect the process of aluminum
oxidation by water.

5. RESEARCH OF POROUS STRUCTURE OF CERAMIC MEMBRANES
Composite membranes are complicated objects for investigation by porosimeter methods
(Figure 15) as, firstly, the active layer contains a minor share of pore volume (~10%)
compared with the substrate pore volume, secondly, there exists a problem of active layer’s
pores identification in the background of the substrate pores, if there sizes are similar, and
finally, it does not seem possible to extract transport pores (determining permeability) from
all pores of active layer. In particular, using classic methods it is impossible to identify
defections, commensurable with transportation pore sizes, from which, as known, membranes
separating capacity strongly depends [25].
In this study, by LE method we explored the result of structure change at modification of
membranes, comparable with membrane in initial condition. As a latter, membrane was
investigated, which according to bubble point method has size of 0.1 µm.
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Figure 15. Model of samples structure: a - initial membrane, b - modified membrane Trumem.

Figure 16 presents data on examination of the result of metal-ceramic membrane porous
structure change in initial condition and after formation catalytic system Cr2O3Al2O3ZnO in
its pores. As it is seen from Figure 16, PSD of initial membrane is characterized, mainly by
the peak, relating to pores with size 90 nm. This result satisfactory correlates with the
membrane certified data [27].

Figure 16. Differential PSD for initial and modified membrane Trumem.
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After formation of catalytic system, the peak, characterizing macropores, has shifted to
area 73 nm. It means, that a part of active layer pore volume has turned out to be filled with
porous catalytic mass. Whereas in the area of small mesopores there has been detected the
peak relating to pores with 2.4 nm width, which was not there before. Obviously, the
microporous structure belongs to catalytic metaloxide coating, formed in the internal volume
of initial pores of the membrane.
That way, LE method allowed obtaining information regarding porous structure of thin
layer samples in the course of their modification, which practically is unavailable to other
methods.

6. RESEARCH OF POLYMER MATERIALS HAVING
“LABILE STRUCTURE”
One of the probable tasks which can be resolved by the method of limited evaporation is
determination of porous materials interaction with various liquids. It is impossible to talk
about obtaining pores precise size as their structure is labile and depends from interaction
with a liquid. Sorbents of new generation – hyper cross linked polystyrenes present an
example of materials having “labile structure”, i.e. plumping in liquids.
Figure 17 presents cumulative distributions by adsorption potentials RTln(p0/p) (binding
energy of liquid/solid body), re-calculated from desorption isotherms. Sequence of the curves
from the left to the right correlates with sequence of dielectric permeability of adsorbates:
water (81), methanol (33,7), benzene (2,23), hexane (1,89). It is seen from Figure 17 that
methanol desorption proceeds at substantially lower adsorption potentials (approximately by
three times), than hexane desorption. Whereas approximately half of methanol volume was
desorbed at binding energy below 0,3 kJ/mol. Analogue value for hexane equals to
approximately 1 kJ/mol. Difference of these values (~0,7 kJ/mol) seems to be able to
characterize potential energy of hyper cross polystyrene compression, as methanol desorption
conduces the material compression force, which, due to polymer relaxation, are practically
absent in hexane.
The picture of water adsorption conduct radically differs from other adsorbates. Maximal
specific volume of water is 0,98 cm3/g which by slightly more than two times exceeds volume
of dry sample (0.43 cm3/g). It is obvious, as the sample material is hydrophobic and its
plumping in water cannot occur, water in the material cavities is in intensively nonequilibrium condition. Whereas two situations are possible. Either pore (cavities) volume is
really expanded due to preliminary plumping in spirit (acetone), which were replaced with
water due to diffusion. Whereas pore size and volume was decreasing in the course of
replacement but did not achieve minimal (dry) condition as a result of blocking exits from the
cavities. Another explanation is that the cavities volume and size was not increased, and water
in them is in tightly packed condition compared with the free condition. Most likely, both
factors take place.
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Figure 17. Adsorbates volumes distribution by adsorption potentials for hyper cross polystyrenes.

7. RESEARCH OF POROUS STRUCTURE OF SWELLING
POLYMER NETWORKS
Samples of polymer networks are materials extremely difficult for investigation in
connection with the fact that measurements must be conducted by water in which they swell
up and that, in fact, defines their structure. Secondly, they have main degree of desorption in
proximity of p/p0≈1. This factor practically fully excludes the possibility to obtain alike
isotherms by standard absorption methods because of big mistakes in determination adsorbate
vapors relative pressure p/p0 in the vicinity of p/p0≈1. Such medias are available for
investigation by LE method as the top boundary of measured relative pressures reaches 0,995.
On top of that, measurement is conducted in dynamic regime which allows not losing detailed
data [27].
Important specific feature of these polymers measurements is the effect which reveals
itself almost for all intensively swelling materials, regardless of adsorbate, at measuring
desorption isotherms by LE method. LE main distinguishing feature is that being dynamic, it
determines p/p0 by the rate of adsorbate vapors removal from the cell, which in its turn,
depends from vapor composition inside the cell. In normal situation vapor composition in the
cell is defined by evaporation of liquid from the surface or from pores. In case with swelling
polymers until free liquid remains in the cell, vapor composition corresponds to it and relative
pressure is equal to p/p0 =1. After free liquid full evaporates the polymer starts to dry and here
the specifics start.
For a sample of network polyelectrolyte co-polymer N-methacryloilalanin, N – (2hydroxypropyl) mehtacrylamide and N, N’ – ethylenedimethacrylamide) (Figure 18) these
specific features are confined in the fact that water does not only evaporate but also partially
“is squeezed out” from polymer (e.g., due to elastic forces arising at swelling, which is
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accompanied by polymer chains stretching). In the result vapor composition corresponds to
oversaturated condition, and as LE method is dynamical, it has possibility to capture this
oversaturation. It can be seen from Figure 18 that the subject of discussion is oversaturation
which at recalculation in p/p0 mounts to value of 1% order. In static method, where value p/p0
is measured directly, oversaturated vapor would condense on walls of cell, communication
lines and etc., and the entire volume of desorbed water – approximately from 5 to 1.6 cm3/g
would relate to p/p0 =1. In such case, as seen from Figure 18, the main information regarding
after desorption from polymer would remain unavailable.
It shall be emphasized that the observed picture is very untypical in case when nonswelling materials are used. And vice versa, for swelling samples such conduct is often seen
regardless from p/p0 range.

Figure 18. Water vapors desorption isotherms from sample of network polyelectrolyte co-polymer
Nmethacryloilalanin , N – (2-hydroxypropyl) mehtacrylamide and N, N’ – ethylene dimethacrylamide .

8. RESEARCH OF POROUS STRUCTURE OF POLYMER HOLLOW
FIBER MEMBRANES
Use of palladium nano-structured catalyst, applied on porous polypropylene hollow fiber
membranes allow effectively removing dissolved oxygen from water. Hydrophobic hollow
fiber membrane with palladium on external surface plays the role of both – high effective gasliquid contactor and the reactor. Whereas water, containing dissolved oxygen, flows over the
external side of membranes while hydrogen used as a reductant, is supplied to the inside of
porous hollow-fiber membranes, diffuses through membrane pores to its external palladium
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surface where there proceeds the reaction of oxygen reduction by hydrogen on palladium
catalyst at ambient temperature.
Research of nanoporous structure of initial and catalytic membranes was conducted using
LE method. Industrial porous polypropylene hydrophobic hollow fiber membranes Celgard
X50 were used as initial membranes for applying catalytically active nanoparticles of
palladium. Preliminary treatment of membranes consisted of etching by mineral acids and
alkaline. Catalytic membranes were obtained by method of reduction of palladium salts with
spirits (palladium content – 0.2-2%).
Figure 19 presents the results of exploration of membranes samples in the course of their
technologic re-processing. Initial membrane pores radius corresponding to peak 23-29 nm
well complies with calculated value of effective pores radius (28 nm) of rectangular shape
from certificate data. After etching the membrane pore radius range expectedly increased
towards bigger radiuses. Etching also led to certain increase of pore volume.

Figure 19. Comparison of differential PSD for samples (◊) – initial, (□)-NaOH, (∆) - NaOH+0.28% Pd,
(○) – NaOH+1.88% Pd.

Minor decrease of pore radius in the peak without visible decrease of pore volume
compared with etched membrane is observed for membranes with low content of palladium –
0.28%. For membrane with higher palladium content – 1.88% there is more noticeable shift
of the peak towards the field of smaller radiuses. This can be related to the fact that palladium
in this case plays the role of structure forming element, conferring rigidity to the structure.
Whereas pore volume practically does not change, which is natural, as the volume of
palladium solid phase is very insignificant in comparison with the pore volume.
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9. RESEARCH OF THE TEXTURE OF INITIAL CARBONIC MATERIALS
AND STRUCTURE FORMING OF GAS DIFFUSIVE AIR ELECTRODES
OF FUEL CELLS IN THE COURSE OF TECHNOLOGICAL TREATMENT
Using LE method we conducted the investigation of porous structure of carbonic
materials which are a part of composition of gas diffusive layers (GDL) and air (oxygen)
electrodes of fuel cells, as well as GDL in progress of their production from the mixture of
highly dispersive technical carbon (soot) and suspension of fluoroplast “F4D” subsequently
by cold and hot pressing. The electrodes are the most important component of air-aluminum
fuel cells defining their characteristics [28]. Obtained by LEdata show that GDL porous
structure produce significant influence on operation of electrodes in fuel cells.
It was established, that the investigated samples of all initial soot in powder form have
PSD in the range of 20-100 nm. Thus it was confirmed that in distinction from the majority of
globular structure materials in which pores are formed by intervals between the particles, soot
have pores of larger diameter than the size of soot particles forming them (10-20 nm). This is
a sequence of high structuring of soot particles which form the chains. Basing on this data, at
calculation of PSD in soot and GDL prepared from them we selected a cylindrical model
which is most suitable for pores of complex shape.

Figure 20. Cumulative PSD for soot, measured by LE method by benzene and water.

One example of cumulative PSD for soot Denka is presented on Figure 20. It is seen that
for this type of soot the absence of hydrophilic macroporous structure is typical. In [29] it is
shown that from comparison of cumulative PSDs measured by wetting adsorbate and water it
is possible to determine the interfacial angle of water wetting θ. The figure demonstrates the
example of such determination and value θ for given sample of soot.
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In the course of development the technology of production gas-duffusion electrodes the
samples of activated carbons of various geneses were investigated. Figure 21 presents
cumulative PSDs for some of the investigated samples, measured with the help of benzene.
The listed samples of carbon substantially differ in terms of micro- and mesopores volumes
(below 2 nm), although this fact does not always correlate with electrochemical
characteristics of electrodes produced at their use.
Validity of PSD in this range shall be discussed not only from point of view of change of
pores filling mechanism [3, 30]. Benzene is one of “classic” adsorbates for characterization of
various materials, including carbonic. Big amount of literature data exists for it relating to
exploration of materials surface properties [3, 31, 32], which canbeusedatPSDcalculation.
However, specific adsorption peculiar to system benzene-carbon may also lead to PSD
deterioration in the field of bottom boundary of mesopores and micropores which is revealed
in the form of appearance of residual volume of micropores as it is illustrated by Figure 21.

Figure 21. Cumulative PSD of activated carbons: 1 - from wood, 2 - from rice shell, 3 - from peat ,
4 - from coconut.

Figure 22 shows cumulative PSD for activated carbonic fabric, derived at use of benzene
and water. Their comparison allows interpreting the results in the following way. Surface of
mesopores larger than 1 nm is hydrophobic (refer for comparison to Figure 20). At the same
time these pore volume that is around 1/3 of the entire volume as the most large-sized and
therefore most accessible to electrolyte ions, shall determine sorption and catalytic properties
of the material. Probably, particularly the fact of strong hydrophobia of these pores defined
the insufficient electric activity of the given activated carbonic material in water electrolytes.
Apart form that, congruence of curves on Figure 22 in certain zone can point to
hydrophility of micropores smaller than 1 nm, or to the change of mechanism of their filling.
In any case monotony of jointing PSD for benzene and water can serve an indirect
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confirmation of experimental results validity. This provides grounds to assume that PSD
obtained for water in this zone at least qualitatively can correspond to real distribution of
pores.

Figure.22. Cumulative PSD of activated carbonic fabric for benzene and water.

Application of LE method allowed detecting regularities and specifics of structure
formation of GDL progressively in the course of their production: initial soot → hydrophobic
soot → GDL. It is seen from Figure 23 that hydrophobic soot and GDL on its basis have more
homogenous structure than the initial soot, while pores radius in the peak noticeably reduces.
It is interesting, that hydrofobisation led in this case to formation of pores with radius of ~ 1.5
nm, while the initial soot did not reveal this peak. Most likely, this fact is related to the
specifics of interaction of soot particles and particles of fluoroplastic suspension. This
experimentally observed fact is well reproduced and preserves after pressing.

Figure 23. Differential PRD for soot samples КetjenBlack: 1 – initial, 2 – hydrofobisized , 3 - GDL.
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At pressing GDL from hydrophobic soot pore volume considerably reduces which in
principle, is a negative factor. It is obvious, that pressure of pressing shall play decisive role
in formation of GDL porous structure, in terms of pore volume and radius. As seen from
Figure 24 increase of hot pressing pressure up to a certain critical value leads to more
homogenous structure and gradual shift of the main peak to the area of smaller-sized pores.
Presented examples, obtained in the course of complex research by LE method in GDL
porous structure transformation depending on parameters of their production (GDL thickness,
pressing temperature and pressure and etc) allowed to explain the observed effects and to
increase optimization of technologic parameters efficiency at production of electrodes with
the purpose of their characteristic upgrading.

Figure 24. Differential PRD for GDL prepared with various pressure of cold pressing (MPa): 1 – 10.4;
2 – 21.7; 3 – 31.7; 4 – 47.3; 5 – 7.2

CONCLUSION
LE method make it possible to characterize the texture and regularities of structure
formation of various materials, different in chemical and physical-chemical nature as well as
in form, dispersion, size and volumes of pores.
Results of comparisonof the dataobtainedfrom theLE method with the other independent
methods datashow completecoincidence in thosecases where bothmethods are applicable.
Some obtained by LE method results are unique and not available for other methods of
porometry.
Dynamic regime in data generating opens additional opportunities of data obtaining in LE
method.
Apparatusexecution ofmethod is simple and includes analyticalscalesand thermostat.
Information content and other features of LE method simplify establishment of
correlations of nanoporous structure of materials with their functional characteristics.
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